Accounting
Jill Richardson
Jill Richardson
leslie.richardson@tamuc.edu
(903) 456-1601
Texas A&M University-Commerce

Calculator Applications
Hoyle Julian
hajulian@cp.tamuc.edu

Computer Applications
Mutlu Mete
Mutlu.Mete@tamuc.edu
Texas A&M University-Commerce

Computer Science
Dr. Sandra Huerter
Computer Science & Info. Systems, Instructor
sandy.huerter@tamuc.edu
(903) 886-5494
Texas A&M University-Commerce

Current Issues and Events
Gwen Young
Gwen Young
Residential Living & Learning
Residential Living & Learning
gwen.young@tamuc.edu
(903) 886-5799
Texas A&M University-Commerce

Journalism (Editorial, Feature, Headline and News Writing)
Marynell Bryant
Marynell Bryant
marynellabryant@verizon.net

Literary Criticism
Janet John
Janet John
Literature & Languages, Assistant Professor
(903) 886-7344

Mathematics
Hoyle Julian
hajulian@cp.tamuc.edu

Number Sense
Jess Gamez
Jess Gamez
RLL, Area Coordinator
RLL, Area Coordinator
jess.gamez@tamuc.edu
(903) 468-4423
Texas A&M University – Commerce
One-Act Play
   Michael Knight
   Theatre Design & Technology, Asst. Professor
   michael.knight@tamuc.edu
   (903) 886-5311
   Texas A&M University – Commerce

Ready Writing
   Khimen Cooper
   Literature & Languages, Graduate Assistant
   khimencooper@gmail.com
   Texas A&M University – Commerce

Science
   Tyrone Sheenan
   Engineering
   tsheehan@leomail.tamuc.edu
   (903) 217-8602
   Texas A&M University – Commerce

Social Studies
   Jeremy Gamez
   Center for Faculty Excellence & Innovation
   jeremy.gamez@tamuc.edu
   Texas A&M University – Commerce

Spelling and Vocabulary
   Jacqueline Tovar-Yanez
   jtovaryanez@leomail.tamuc.edu
   Texas A&M University – Commerce

   Tracy Wood (Pronouncer)
   twood7@leomail.tamuc.edu

Academic Director
   Sarah Latham White
   Programs for Minors, Coordinator
   sarah.white@tamuc.edu
   (903) 468-3024
   Texas A&M University – Commerce